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From the Coupé.
Welcome aboard the bi-monthly PULLMAN.
I take this opportunity to thank those readers who have
kindly taken time-out to forward contributions in the form
of either articles, news or photographs for this edition.
I remain dependent on contributions of news, articles
(Word) and photographs (jpg) formats in all aspects of
Pullman operations both past, present, future and related
aspects within model railways.
All I ask of you for the time I spend in producing your
newsletter, is for you to forward on by either E-mail or
printing a copy, to any one you believe would be
interested in reading your newsletter.
Publication of the PULLMAN is scheduled on or about the 1st of January, March,
May, July, September, and November.
The next edition editorial deadline date will be Monday April 26th, with the
scheduled publication on Saturday May 1st.
The views and articles within this publication are not necessarily those of the
editor. Every effort has been made to source and contact all copyright holders; I will
be happy to make good within the next available newsletter any errors of omission
brought to my attention. The copyright of all photographs featured within each
newsletter remain with the photographers as credited.
No part of this newsletter may be reproduced in any way without prior written
consent from the editor.
Changing your Email address, or wish to be removed from the mailing list, please
send an E-mail at t.bye@ntlworld.com with your request, it is as simple as that.

Information is for sharing and not for gathering dust
It costs nothing to share knowledge.
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Editors Acknowledgements.
My thanks to the following contributors for their assistance in the production of this issue of
PULLMAN by way of either articles and/or photographs, for without these contributions this
edition of your newsletter would not have been possible: A.Ford, G.Behrend, G.Moon, A.Bower, C.Long, J.Morel, R.W.Kidner, G.Child, T.Knox, C.Lade, N.Lade,
R.Barber, A.Yates, G.Wrigglesworth, A.Ives, R.F Payne, R.Townshend, B.Mills, R.Jones, M.Myers,
D.Jones, P.O’Connor, J.Wheller, M.hughes, M.Lester, K.Hoggett, C.Kerswill, P.Evans, G.Hallett,
A.Freeman, G.Wells, M.Brown & Simon Kohler.
My thanks to the following Publications, Societies, Archives and Web Sites: Pullman in Europe. Pullman Profile No.2 The Standard K Type Cars.
The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust. The Pullman Society, Railway World,
Hornby Hobbies, Bachmann Europe PLC, NYMR Moors Line, C.Lade Archive.

“Information is for sharing and not gathering dust”.
You may at any time forward news, information in ‘Word’ & ‘PDF’ and photographs in ‘JPG’
formats for inclusion within PULLMAN, Special Editions and PCS-Archive.
Do you have a question/query that requires an answer, I will endeavor to get you the answer?
E-mail t.bye@ntlworld.com

Pullman Newsletter Readership
Welcome aboard.
B.Pamment, M.Hughes, B.Lane, D.Nicholls, J.E.N.Blair.

The Current Worldwide Readership:

441
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PULLMAN CAR HISTORY - CAR No. 31 THIRD CLASS.
4.

Identity:
4. Type of Car:
2. Into Service:
4. Builder:
4. Pre-1960 Schedule No:
4. Post 1960 Schedule No:
4. Tare:
4. Seats:
4. Seating Configuration:
4. Bogies:
4. Track Gauge:
4. Brake:
4. Length (over Vestibules):
4. Extreme Width:
4. Roof:
2.Table Lamps Type:
1.Type 1932 List:
1.Route Restriction (SR):
2.Cost per Car:
2. Livery on Delivery:

CAR No. 31 THIRD CLASS.
Kitchen.
1926 August.
Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co. Ltd., Smethwick.
189.
189.
39t.
46.
2 x 2.
2 x 4 wheels.
4’ 81/2”.
Vacuum.
63’ - 10”.
8’ - 7”.
Ellongated.
F.
-/K.
-/I.
£.
Umber & Ivory.

1.Entries

such as -/H indicate that the car was not originally given a Type letter, but was classified
as Type H after 1932. Entries such as (A)/G indicate that the car was originally (old) type A, and
was re-classified as Type G about 1932. Entries such as (D) indicate that the car was originally
(old) Type D, and was withdrawn before the new Classification was introduced in 1932.

1.Entries

such as (I) indicate that the car concerned would have been Restriction( I) had it been
allocated to the S.R. when the latters scheme of Route Restrictions was compiled.
Entry (4) for the 1960 cars (Schedule Nos.311 to 354 inclusive) is the B.R.(S.) equivalent of the
British Railways Standard Restriction ‘CI’. Entries such as 6/2A indicates that the car concerned
was originally Restriction 6, and S.R. Route Restriction2A. Entries such as -/2A indicates that the
car concerned was not originally given a S.R. Route Restriction because it was not originally
allocated to the S.R.; and that it was given Restriction 2A on being transferred to the S.R.

2.Interior.

End vestibules, kitchen and lavatory corridors being panelled in polished mahogany with flooring
being standard black and white interlocking India rubber tiles. The saloons flooring being rubberbacked matting of a black and green diamond type.
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2.

©A.Ford.
1926 Plan & Elevation of CAR No. 31 Third Class.

2.

1926 August 1st.

Allocated to the Southern Railway (Central Section)
‘Southern Belle’ service.

2.

By 1929 August.

Seating reduced to 36 and remodelled to 2 x 1
configuration.

2.

©A.Ford.
1929 Plan & Elevation of CAR No. 31 Third Class.

2.

1931.

Allocated to ‘Bournemouth Limited’.

2.

1936,

Operational Southern Railway Western Section.

4.

1936 October 1st to September 30th, 1937. Renovated during the period totalling 4,474 hours and
cost of £389.

4.

1943 May 25th.

Damaged by Enemy Action.
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1/2.

3.

1960.

Body plated at Preston Park.

©G.Moon Collection/PCS-A.
October 19th, 1962 at Southampton Central just 11 months prior to withdrawal
CAR No. 31 within the Bournemouth Belle.

2.

1963 September.

Withdrawn.

INFORMATION SOURCES.
The contents of this Car History would not have been possible without the following individuals
and publications which have greatly assisted in my research: 1.

Pullman in Europe.
G.Behrend.
Pullman Profile No.2 ‘THE STANDARD K TYPE CARS’. Antony M Ford.
3. George Moon
4. Pullman Car Services-Archive.
2.

ISBN not registered
ISBN 978-1-906419-22-6
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FREE INTERNET NEWSLETTERS, MAGAZINES & WEB SITES.
Coupé News, Special Editions, Pullman & CIWL News & Pullman Newsletter Past Editions.
All current and past issues can be sourced at the following resources: The Search Engine at the National Railway Museum, York.
The Railway Studies Group at Newton Abbot.
The SEMG web site from which copies can be downloaded in ‘pdf’ format at
https://sremg.org.uk/coach/coupe/index.html
Bringing Back the Brighton Belle.
The wonderful Brighton Belle, the only electric all-Pullman train in the world, succeeded the steam
service between London and Brighton in 1933 and became the world's first electric inter-city train.
A much-loved railway icon, the three five-car train sets were withdrawn by BR in 1972. Now we
have a wonderful idea - an amazing feat of restoration, to bring together a complete train set and
return the Belle to the mainline! To follow progress with the restoration and help.
http://www.brightonbelle.com
Raildate.
The weekly newsletter produced and published by Howard Sprenger every Friday covering general
railway subjects with links to sites for further information visit:
https://groups.io/g/raildate
Where you can sign up to access the weekly newsletter.
Raildate Facebook group: http://www.facebook.com/groups/1464457607123111/
You must be a member of Facebook to join.
The Railtube Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/railtube2/
Thanks to Peter Lewis for posting Raildate to his Facebook page, which should be available to view
even if you are not a member of Facebook.
British Railway Modeller’s Down Under.
The British Railways modeller’s source of prototype information, modeling articles, hints & tips,
electrical and DCC articles, current & historical photographs.
www.brmdu.com.au
Model Railway Express Magazine.
Current and past editions of the ‘FREE’ eMagazine are now available and can be sourced from the
following link. http://www.mremag.com/
Also visit the MRE Magazine on Facebook.
Amis des Wagons-Lits Newsletter.
The CIWL newsletter is available in ‘pdf’ format and if anyone wishing to receive a copy on
publication should register with elliott.chris@gmx.com
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LOOK BACK AT PULLMAN.
1875 - 146 Years Ago.
March 17th.

Kirtley 2-4-0 No. 906 with the tender adapted for the
‘Miller Automatic Centre Coupling’ to suit those on Pullman cars.
With Pullman cars ‘MIDLAND’ & ‘EXCELSIOR’ departs for London with
an ‘Officials of the line’.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

March 19th.

Pullman car ‘MIDLAND’ shipped to the Continent.
(Information Source: A.Bower & C.Long).

March 21st.

Pullman Parlour car ‘VICTORIA’ joins car ‘EXCELSIOR’ undertake a
public demonstration run from London St.Pancras to Bedford station
and then return. The 80 passengers on board partake the first ever
meal provided on a British train.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

1891 - 130 Years Ago.
No Date.

Pullman cars in service on Newhaven service connecting with the
Dieppe Boat Trains.
(Information Source: J.Morel).

No Date.

The South Eastern Railway order six Pullman cars of the type from
The Gilbert Car Company. The cars enter service on March 2nd, 1892.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

1896 - 125 Years Ago.
No Date.

Ex car ‘VICTORIA (I)’ Later ‘PRINCE OF WALES’, then as of 1885
Great Northern Railway No. 2297. The car was replaced on the GNR
‘West Riding Express’ by the new GNR twelve-wheel Diners.
No. 2297 remained in service as a ‘Buffet’.
(Information Source: Railway World June 1978).

No Date.

The six Gilbert cars of 1891 were rebuilt with closed vestibule ends.
CAR No. 32, 33, 34 Third Class Conversions & CAR No. 36 Second –
Class Conversion. All identified as Buffet cars.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).
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1906 - 115 Years Ago.
March 1st.

Push & Pull services commence in the Derby area with
ex-Pullman cars.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

1921 - 100 Years Ago.
No Date.

All Continental services relocated from London Charing Cross to
Victoria, with the exception of the Flushing services.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

No Date.

Mr W J Sedcole joins the Pullman Car Company as Chief Engineer.
Holding the position until his death on February 26th, 1947.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

1931 - 90 Years Ago.
No Date.

Pullman cars now included within the formation of Southern Railway
Boat Trains between London Waterloo & Southampton Docks.
(Information Source: J.Morel).

No Date.

The ‘Ocean Liner Express’ consisted of either two or four cars within
the formation of Southern Railway stock.
The Pullman cars allocated included six former LNER cars and the exGWR allocated Pullman cars ‘EVADNE’, ‘LORAINE’, ‘IONE’, ‘JOAN’,
‘JUANA’, ‘EUNICE’ & ‘ZENA’.
(Information Source: R W Kidner).

1936 - 85 Years Ago.
April 15th.

Funeral train for the late German Ambassador consisted of Pullman
Cars ‘MARJORIE’, ‘LEONA (II)’ and three four-wheel vans for
conveyance of wreaths and a bogie van for the conveyance of the
late Ambassadors body.
(Information Source: RCTS Railway Observer).

April 21st.

Epsom race special, London Victoria to Tattenham Corner.
Pullman cars ‘JUNO’, ‘CORUNNA’, ‘AURORA’, ‘TOPAZ’, ‘LEGHORN’ &
‘MALAGA’.
(Information Source: RCTS Railway Observer).
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1946 - 75 Years Ago.
April 13th.

Press preview run of the first post war ‘Golden Arrow’.
Pullman cars ‘TRIANON BAR (Ex CAR No.5)’, ‘LADY DALZIEL’,
‘ADRIAN’, ‘SAPPHO’, ‘NIOBE’, ‘ONYX’, ‘CECILIA’, CAR No. 193,
CAR No. 194 & CAR No. 154.
The ‘TRIANON BAR’ suffered a hot axle box on the ‘down’ trip and
was removed from the train formation.
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

April 24th.

Noted working London Victoria to Brighton services.
One ‘Brighton Belle’ set with either a ‘4 COR’ or ‘6 PUL’ set.
(Information Source: R W Kidner).

1956 - 65 Years Ago.

April 27th.

The State Visit of Marshall Nikolai Bulganin & Premier Nikita Kruschev of the Soviet Union. The Soviet Cruiser ‘ORDJONIKIDZE’
Berthed in Portsmouth Harbour. The train from Portsmouth to
London Victoria consisted of seven Pullman cars.
‘MINERVA’, ‘ARIES’, ‘PERSEUS’, ‘IBIS’, ‘ADRIAN’, ‘CARINA’ &
‘ISLE OF THANET’
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

April 22nd.

Britannia Class Pacific No. 70014 ‘WILLIAM SHAKESPEAR’ hauls
The ‘ Golden Arrow’ .
(Information Source: PCS-Archive).

April 23rd to May 4th.

The ‘British Industries Fair’ at Castle Bromwich, Birmingham.
Pullman cars ‘CAR No. 15’, ‘CAR No. 16’, ‘CAR No. 31’, ‘CAR No. 61’,
‘CAR No. 132’, ‘CAR No. 166’, ‘CAR No. 167’ & ‘Buffet Car No. 5’.
(Information Source: G.Child).
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LNER PACIFICS
The Eastern Region of British Railways
Pacific Class Locomotive Pullman Workings.

Tommy Knox.
As ever my thanks to Tommy Knox for the following information on steam hauled Pullman services
on the East Coast Main Line.
Within the text reference is made to ‘Up’ and ‘Dn’ workings. These relate thus, an ‘Up’ working is a
service to London Kings Cross, and ‘Dn’ is a ‘Down’ working from Kings Cross.
I.e. All lines to any of London’s terminals are classified as the ‘UP Line’.
The Queen of Scots Pullman - March & April 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.03.21
51.03.21

Locomotive:

Working:

60136 58 Dn Queen of Scots failed at Newark - 60502 on
60502 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Newark - Leeds from failed 60136

The Queen of Scots Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.03.02
61.03.02
61.03.03
61.03.03
61.03.03
61.03.07
61.03.10
61.03.11
61.03.11
61.03.11
61.03.16
61.03.17
61.03.17
61.03.18
61.03.20

Locomotive:

Working:

60036 142 Dn North Briton into Newcastle / serviced on Gateshead shed /
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
60074 58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle
60036 131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
60074 58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle from 60135 at Leeds
60135 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross- 60074 on at Leeds
60135 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
60130 131 Up Queen of Scots into Kings Cross arr 20.20
60036 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
60074 131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
60081 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
60036 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
60074 142 Dn North Briton into Newcastle / Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
from 60097
60097 131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle 60074 on
60097 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle
60069 58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
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The Queen of Scots Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

Locomotive:

61.03.21
61.03.22
61.03.23
61.03.23
61.03.25

60130
60117
60107
60982
60086

61.03.25
61.03.27
61.03.30
61.04.03
61.04.07
61.04.07
61.04.08
61.04.08
61.04.10

60534
60086
60044
60086
60031
60134
60031
60081
60031

61.04.10
61.04.10
61.04.11
61.04.12
61.04.12
61.04.14
61.04.15
61.04.15

60036
60086
60036
60036
60086
60011
60036
60043

61.04.17
61.04.20
61.04.22

60118
60848
60011

61.04.22
61.04.25
61.04.29
61.04.29

60074
60086
60017
60081

Working:

58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle
142 Dn North Briton from Leeds - Newcastle / 131 Up Queen of Scots
from 60534
131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle 60086 on
58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle
131 Up Queen of Scots
142 Dn North Briton / on Gateshead shed / 131 Up Queen of Scots
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Kings Cross - Leeds
131 Up Queen of Scots into Ncle 60081 on / Dn Queen of Scots
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle from 60031
131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle 60036 on / 58 Dn Queen of Scots
from Newcastle from 60086
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle from 60031
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle 60031 on
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Leeds
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds - Newcastle
131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle
58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle 60043 on
131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle D234 on / 58 Dn Queen of Scots
from Newcastle from 60036
131 Up Queen of Scots into Kings Cross
58 Dn Queen of Scots from Leeds
131 Up Queen of Scots into Newcastle / 58 Dn Queen of Scots from
Newcastle from 60074
58 Dn Queen of Scots into Newcastle - 60011 on
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle - Leeds
131 Up Queen of Scots into Kings Cross
131 Up Queen of Scots from Newcastle

The Yorkshire Pullman - March & April 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.03.20
51.04.07
51.04.21

Locomotive:

Working:

60117 19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
60114 19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
60022 84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
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The Yorkshire Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

Locomotive:

61.03.01
61.03.03
61.03.04
61.03.04
61.03.06
61.03.08
61.03.11
61.03.17
61.03.18
61.03.21
61.03.21
61.03.22
61.03.22
61.03.24
61.03.25
61.03.30
61.04.07

60033
60109
60062
60506
60062
60062
60109
60109
60145
60131
60148
60110
60148
60110
60145
60148
60110

61.04.10
61.04.14
61.04.17
61.04.21
61.04.21
61.04.28

60109
60109
60107
60062
60133
60109

Working:

84 Yorkshire Pullman fail near Hitchin / on Hitchin shed
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman into Kings Cross
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 19 Up Yorkshire Pullman
961 Up into Kings Cross / 84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman into Kings Cross
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman into Kings Cross
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman (
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman past Hatfield
Up pass past Hatfield 10.40 / on Kings Cross shed / 84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire
Pullman
84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
99 Up into Kings Cross / 84 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman
19 Up Yorkshire Pullman / 88 18.12 Kings Cross - Leeds
84 17.20 Dn Yorkshire Pullman

The Harrogate Sunday Pullman - March & April 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.04.29
51.04.29

Locomotive:

Working:

60120 19 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman failed at Tempsford
60141 84 Dn Harrogate Sunday Pullman

The Harrogate Sunday Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.03.05
61.03.05
61.04.09
61.04.16

Locomotive:

60145
60148
60123
60148

Working:

84 Dn Harrogate Sunday Pullman
on Copley Hill shed / 19 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman
Harrogate Sunday Pullman past Lincoln
19 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman
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The Harrogate Sunday Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.04.17
61.04.23

Locomotive:

Working:

60148 19 Up Harrogate Sunday Pullman
60118 on Copley Hill shed / Harrogate Sunday Pullman through Lincoln

The Tees Tyne Pullman - March & April 1951 - 70 years ago.
Date:

51.03.28
51.04.11

Locomotive:

Working:

60013 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
60128 145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman

The Tees Tyne Pullman - March & April 1961 - 60 years ago.
Date:

61.03.02
61.03.07
61.03.08
61.03.10
61.03.13
61.03.14
61.03.17
61.03.17
61.03.27
61.04.10
61.04.12
61.04.14
61.04.17
61.04.21
61.04.28

Locomotive:

60007
60019
60017
60034
60029
60008
60007
60043
60029
60034
60032
60006
60007
60006
60014

Working:

82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 16.50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 16.50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman arr 14.14
99 Up into Kings Cross / 82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
18.40 Berwick - Newcastle Pcls / 82 ECS Tees Tyne Pullman to HCS
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman
145 Up Tees Tyne Pullman 9on
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman
82 16.50 Dn Tees Tyne Pullman

Can you help Tommy?
Tommy is updating the database on a daily basis and would be most grateful if any newsletter
reader who undertook train spotting in steam days could look through their notebooks and if they
find any information to contact him.
Tommy is also happy to answer any reasonable enquiries if he can.
e-mail address is Tommy@lner-pacifics.me.uk.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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The Christopher Lade Archive.
(Courtesy of Nick Lade)
September 9th, 1963
Mr Weaden, Line Manager & Press Party.

©C.Lade Archive/N.Lade.
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The Pullman Society

The Golden Way
The journal of the Pullman Society is
published four times a year.
Posted to your home address on
publication.
Each publication details matters
relating to both the Pullman Car
Company and the Pullman Cars
operated, in both text and
photographs.

Contents.
The ‘Short’ Pullman Cars Part 2.
‘We want to go one better than
the Pullmans’.
Pullman and Prestige in Hastings.
Pullman Parlour Car EMERALD.
Book Review.
Preservation Notes.

Details on both the
Pullman Society and Membership
can be sourced from the Societies
website at: http://www.thepullmansociety.org.uk/
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The Armstrong Railway
Photographic Trust
For further details visit the Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust
Website www.arpt51a.com
Richard Barber.

©A. Yates Collection/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
The ‘Birmingham Pullman’ at Birmingham Snow Hill having arrived with the 12:10pm from
Paddington - 1H12. The leading power car W60096.
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©Graham Wrigglesworth/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
A3 Class Pacific No. 4472 ’Flying Scotsman’ passing Northallerton Longlands Junction
on April 10th, 1965 with the Peglar Pullman charter.

©Graham Wrigglesworth/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
A3 Class Pacific No. 4472 ’Flying Scotsman’ passing Northallerton Longlands Junction
on April 10th, 1965 with the Peglar Pullman charter.
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©Arthur Ives/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
September 1993 Class 73/1 No. 73101 ‘The Royal Alex’ at Worksop Open Day.

©Arthur Ives/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
January 26th, 1963 D9017 heads the ‘Up’ Queen of Scots Pullman crossing Durham Viaduct.
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©Arthur Ives/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
March 2nd, 1963 D9008 approaching Durham station with an ‘Up’ pullman service.

©R.F.Payne/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
A1 Class Pacific No. 60138 ‘Boswell’ with the ‘Up’ Queen of Scots Pullman departs
Newcastle Central station.
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©The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
August 4th, 1923 LNER C7 No. 2200 with a Pullman service.

©R.F.Payne/The Armstrong Railway Photographic Trust.
Maunsell L1 4-4-0 No. 31754 with Night Ferry headboard at Stewarts Lane MPD.
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FOR THE LOVE OF DINING PULLMAN SYLE - Robin Townshend.
As a Cornishman, born and bred in Newquay in the late forties, dining in style in my early years
would be demolishing one of my mother’s Cornish pasties. My love of railways, according to my
mother, began about the age of six months, when we met somebody off the train at Newquay
station and seemingly as it came towards us, every muscle in my arms and legs were going all over
the place. My mother knew she had a problem from that moment, and she was not wrong.
The love of eating on the train came very early on in my life from about seven years old. My
mother’s closest sister lived in Warwickshire since the war, so regular trips on the train to see my
relations, brought the thrill to me of not only riding on the train, but dining on the train too and
watching the countryside go by at the same time. Truly wonderful.
At the ripe old age of fourteen, I travelled to Southampton on my own to stay with my cousin’s
family for a few days, naturally having enjoyed a meal on the train as well. I spent many an hour
on Southampton station taking pictures, with my main objective of catching a glimpse of the
Bournemouth Belle passing through. I promised myself I would at some time enjoy the splendour
and romance of dining Pullman style. Well, that wish came true very quickly afterwards, because
the next day I decided to travel to Bournemouth on the Belle. Smartly dressed, I purchased my
ticket, paying the Pullman supplement and boarded the Bournemouth Belle to enjoy half an hour’s
Pullman splendour, which included afternoon tea. I remember the crew were amazing, even
though I was just a lad.
That trip totally converted me on the luxury of train dining, and it stayed with me throughout my
working years. In the year 2000, I left my career in management training in the legal and financial
world and took up the offer of Commercial Manager for Dartmoor Railway, based in Okehampton,
to develop it into a profitably running Heritage Railway. No pressure! Well to be honest, it was like
giving a donkey strawberries, so to speak. Having reorganised the shop, catering and improved the
train services, within twelve months, I was well focused on providing a dining train.
With the help of two very good friends of mine in the railway industry, I had five coaches brought
in, including three Mk2 FO’s and an RBR, in exchange for storage of a group of locos at Meldon
Quarry, two of which would be used on the dining train. I also had made available for me an
engineer to look after the locos. Twelve months later the Dartmoor Belle was born. It gave me the
chance to live the dream of creating a first-class dining train and to bring a lot more people to the
railway. The menu was limited on choice to start with, but it was good and hot, and it was all
served at the table by trained uniformed staff. Over the following three years it became very
popular and went from strength to strength.
Having put trusty supervisors in all the other various areas around the railway, I was able by this
time to concentrate far more on the dining train, which included spending half my time
underneath the Mk2 coaches keeping them going! By 2005, the course of the railway was
changing, and it was sold to a London based company and this was my time to move on. I had
already been asked by a very good friend, to take over a dining train company up in the Cotswolds
and to develop it on, so I took the offer this time and never looked back.
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At the same time as heading towards the Cotswold’s to take over the Elegant Excursions, I was
asked to join the crew of the newly born mainline Blue Pullman, as their train Technician Manager.
I have always had a love of the original Blue Pullman, but never got the chance to enjoy a trip on it.
To work on the second version was an offer I could not refuse. The train was run by a good friend
of mine, John Farrow, who sadly died last year through this awful virus we are enduring at the
moment. He will be greatly missed.

Blue Pullman Okehampton visit March 2006. Photograph by kind curtesy of Bernard Mills.
Having cut my teeth on Mk2 FO’s on my own train, I now had eight to look after and two RBR’s as
well! The whole train had been refurbished and was extremely well turned out. It was the most
photographed train in 2006. Both the service and food were very good and truly brought back the
nostalgia of its predecessor in the sixties. The coaching stock on this Blue Pullman of course, was
compiled of coaches made in the same era as the original ones and needed a lot of TLC. All trains
were fully booked as you can imagine.
Most of the time the coaches behaved pretty well with few major problems, but they had their
moments. On one such occasion, lunch was about to be served, only to be advised by the Head
Chef that the Stills boiler which actually provides the coffee and the hot water for the tea was not
working. It transpired after inspection that the thermo coupler had broken. So, picture the scene.
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I am lying on my back across the entrance into the kitchen area with crew members stepping over
me with trays and dishes of very hot food, while I am stripping down a gas boiler. The Chef is at
the other end of the kitchen with all eight burners going strong, all taking place at seventy miles an
hour, interesting! Of course, the kitchen area is quite compact, and the heat is pretty intense, I can
tell you.
Twenty-five minutes later, following continual anxious looks from the Chef, all is completed, just
about the same time as the train manager comes up and tells you the air conditioning in coach F
has packed up and the automatic door in coach C has stuck. Picture the situation, looking a wreck,
I have been flat on my back on the floor in a really hot kitchen, I had just enough time to dive into
the staff area, strip down and change and walk out calm and serene down through the train to
coach F. It had to be a labour of love, as you can imagine with these dear old Mk2 ladies.
It was not possible for me to cover every Blue Pullman charter that ran at weekends, due to my
own train running at least two weekends per month. The Blue Pullman itself ran for quite a short
period really, mainly in 2006. The Elegant Excursions consisted of six, occasionally seven coaches.
These were the kitchen car, also converted brake coach to accommodate a large generator
providing the power throughout, as well as the guard area. We had an ex TPO (travelling post
office) vehicle completely converted over for storage and washing facilities, including two huge
water tanks and emersion heaters. The other three were FO dining coaches including a bar and
reception area at one end of one of the coaches. We could accommodate up to 120 guests. On
occasions we had a Directors Coach attached when we had the opportunity, which could
accommodate ten more guests. All the coaches were totally refurbished. The interiors were
reupholstered the same throughout, plus brand-new carpeting.

©R.Townshend.
G&WSR - Toddington Station - No. 3440 City of Truro.
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All the vehicles were owned by my very dear friend Andrew Goodman of Moveright Int. Ltd and
RSS, Railway Support Services. For some years, I was lucky enough to have City of Truro 3440 as
my resident engine. Many more famous engines have also been on the front, normally arranged
by Andrew for me.
Including the three Chefs, two of whom were on each trip, I employed around twenty crew. There
was an extra assistant for the Chefs, plus two staff in the store and wash up area, two prepping
and three in the bar area, serving drink orders to the tables and seven serving through the dining
cars, plus an extra that would assist in the bar and dining areas where required. I went with the
policy that as guests stepped on to the train, they were my responsibility, and they were taken
care of from that moment. I, as train manager, met them all as they boarded and introduced them
to the crew member who would be looking after them. They were then taken to their personal
table. I also went on the policy of not mixing people at tables. You would not share your table with
a stranger if you went to a first-class restaurant. I had a brand-new modern sound system
throughout the train, which meant it could be kept softly but very clearly heard. Once all seated
and ready to go, I then welcomed everyone on board and took them through their journey ahead.
Music appropriate to the occasion would be played softly in the background.
Choice of menu was sent out when the booking was made originally and it would include a choice
of three starters, four main courses, a choice of a meat, bird, fish or vegetarian and three desserts.
I prided myself with the fact that everything was prepared and cooked on board, except for the
bread rolls. All food reached the tables piping hot and served on hot plates. I was very lucky, as I
had an exceptional Head Chef. No two trains had the same menu throughout any year. I also took
the service as close to silver service as you could do on a train. We also accommodated all sorts of
allergies, as long as we knew ahead of travel.

©R.Townshend.
Myself, with the last Elegant Excursion dining train August 2014 pulled by the Turkish 8F.
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To have the opportunity of creating an exceptional service on my own train, was a dream come
true. I was always pleased with what I had achieved, but never satisfied if I thought I could take it
further. Each train improved on the last, however small the change was.
There were two Sunday Lunch trains each month, except January and February when there was no
operation. There was a Saturday Evening Special once a month for eight months. Small orchestras,
top brass bands, groups, jazz band and a 40’s big band sound were involved on the appropriate
night. Each of these events would create a stop for two hours at a main station for these events to
take place. Plus of course, there were the murder mystery nights, with a top professional troupe of
players. They were all great nights.

©R.Townshend.

©R.Townshend.
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One night in particular was the Night of the Proms. The train was tastefully decorated.
The two hour stop included music from the last night of the proms, played by an orchestra or top
brass band, followed by a rather extravagant firework display. On board while in motion, playing
throughout the train were favourites from the last night of the Proms.
We made all these nights memorable for everyone. The whole crew worked as a team and I was
proud of every one of them. Over the years, there were many individual commemorative nights,
as well as the occasional weddings. I kept these to the minimum as they were a lot of work in
preparation over about six months. With these events, you also took up the role of wedding
organiser, best man as well as train manager! All the other events took weeks to set up as well.
One especially was the Centenary Special, remembering the Titanic disaster.

©R.Townshend.
The Centenary Special, remembering the Titanic disaster.
People tend to think of the disaster itself that night, but that was not until close to midnight. It was
a very joyous evening, which is what I wanted to portray. The music that played throughout the
evening was played on that last night on board the Titanic. The menu for the evening was also
taken from that night. Although we had to choose carefully what we offered the guests, as people
in first class ate some strange things in those days, believe me. All through the evening I would
occasionally chip in with what was happening that night on board the Titanic. It was very
fortuitous, that the night we had the event, was the very night exactly 100 years ago to the day
and hour it took place. Later on, as the evening continued, we could time the moments as the
situation changed. Having previously forewarned the guests on board what was to happen, later
that evening, I had also briefed the engine crew on timings.
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The only way I could make sense of timings with the guests, was to work on a GMT basis. At the
appropriate time when ‘Abandon ship!’ was declared, we came to a slow halt. A minute later, I
rang the three bells, and all the lights went out throughout the train and in total darkness a
minute’s silence was held in honour of the people who perished that night 100 years ago. You
could have heard a pin drop. Unbeknown to me, I had carefully put the microphone down on the
bar, but being round, it slightly moved on the bar during this minute of silence and in the coaches,
it sounded like creaking on board ship!
As the minute silence finished, the lights on the table lamps came on dimly to start with and the
song sung by Celine Dion, ‘My heart will go on’, commenced to play very softly. I slowly walked
through the coaches and realised a good many had been moved to tears and I really thought I had
over cooked this one, but it turned out to be an overwhelming success. I still get comments to this
day about that night, which was nine years ago. The evening portrayed the celebrations and
happiness of the voyage, but also remembered the lives that perished.
There were many memorable nights throughout the train’s life, and all were given the very best
we could offer. It proved how much attention to detail is so important. Travelling on a Pullman
train gave you that difference, which is what I strived to portray on board the Elegant Excursions.
The train brought many new people to the railway and was really the flagship of the railway.
Unfortunately, railway policies changed with new management members joining within the last
two or three years of operation and it got more and more difficult for us to operate. Some of the
coaches were coming up for refurbishment and as they could not be done on site anymore, the
cost was too much to take them away to be done, so I decided to shut Elegant Excursions down,
much to the hue and cry of very many people around the country. One of the greatest accolades
the train received within the last couple of years of operation, was from a senior Heritage Railway
person travelling with us on one of the Sunday Lunch trains, whom I was totally unaware was on
board, until towards the end of the event. His experience on board with us he explained was
excellent and the choice of menu, the presentation of the food served on hot plates and the
service, was the best he had experienced on a Heritage Railway. To have that bestowed upon you,
filled my heart with pride which I shared with all my crew.
Finally, I often think back on my first memorable experiences of enjoying a meal on a train, while
speeding through the countryside and to think I was able to give that pleasure myself to many
hundreds of people. It is that little extra special attention to detail, which makes the difference
that you always experienced when you travelled Pullman style.

Bon appetit.
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Pullman Preservation & Restoration Reports.

Pullman Report
AQUILA
Richard Jones
February 2021
©PCS-Archive.

The TARE and RESTRICTION plates are missing off the ends of Aquila - removed when the
mahogany was replaced and not put back. Alan at the CVR kindly found me some of the missing
items, including a Tare Plate for 39 tones - presumably for Car 36 which has been sent to David
Jones.

©R.Jones.
Tare & Restriction plates as received from the CVR.
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©R.Jones.
The Tare, Restriction plates and Bell Housing repainted/restored.
The round bell bottom right in the above photograph I found at home and thought to be ideal as a
good substitute for use on the Caller Indicator Boards, pending obtaining the correct ones.
A railway dealer has kindly found me an identical bell and have now polished the brass.

©R.Jones.
The Bell located above the call indicator within ORION.
The above photograph shows the correct type of bell required as fitted within car ORION.
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©R.Jones.
The Caller Indicator Boards within Aquila.
Some interesting information has come to light.
During the restoration of the then VSO-E British Pullman cars the same parts were removed from
their Cars, which was likely to have been undertaken at Carnforth in the early 1980’s and they may
probably be still in store there.

I am happy to purchase the parts, if you are able help please contact Terry first.
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Gainsborough Weaving have just sent me their revised sample of the Pullman 1932 Trellis blue
and gold pattern blind material . Ref Antony’s Book No. 4 page 193.

©R.Jones.
They have done a superb job, the original sample sent to copy is on the left of the photograph
above. At my request they made the gold a little bolder as the original had slightly faded.
The Jacquard weave is also slightly thicker than the original and now has the same blackout
qualities, this also should be harder wearing.
I have now ordered their minimum of 20 metres excellent reproduction…company thoroughly
recommended.
Contact e-mail Diane@gainsborough.co.uk
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The first batch of the reproduced heating grilles has just been received from Luffman Engineering
near Tiverton. They have done an excellent job with the laser copying.

©R.Jones.
The photograph above shows an original in the corridor outside the Coupe - which they copied
from my photos and measurements.

©R.Jones.
The above photograph being one of the reproductions, following my polishing-up.
Contact e-mail luffmaneng@gmail.com
Find a link to a You Tube video filmed on the Colne Valley Railway 4 years ago.
Quite interesting with a short look inside the AQUILA and HERMIONE (II).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gwXY8mVFOUg
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Pullman Report
CAR No. 89
Marcus Mayers
February 2021

©M.Mayers.
It is all a little quiet at present given the current Covid-19 lockdown and the poor weather
conditions. A preferred contractor for the refurbishment has been identified, but I await a contract
before finalisation. Moveright International Limited have agreed to move the car, which is not a
trivial move. Andy Goodman of Moveright International Limited delivered the car to its current
site location back in the 1970's.
I am looking for a set of B4 or B5 bogies for the restoration, I do have a set of B1 bogies from a
donor ‘SK’ that could be swapped. I am also looking for an appropriately qualified client project
manager/engineer. I have also purchased as many of the transfers for the car as available from
Tearnes.

©G.Moon Collection/PCS-A.
June 8th, 1968 - 5Bel Unit No.3051 (MBP CAR No. 89 leading) at Brighton Station.
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Pullman Report
The Bluebell Railway
David Jones
February 2021

©D.Jones.
April 2015 LILIAN serving cream teas in the dock siding on the Bluebell Railways Sheffield Park
station.
Pullman Car ‘LILIAN’ (CAR No. 76) has been sold to a subsidiary of West Coast Railways and left the
Bluebell for Carnforth on January 12th, 2021.
It is understood that an extensive overhaul to main line standards will be undertaken for possible
use in Scotland.
An enquiry about ‘LILIAN’ (CAR No. 76) had also been received from the Churnet Valley Railway
and their representatives had been to Horsted Keynes to view the Car, but in the end their Board
felt the timing was not right for such a purchase.
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©Pat O’Connor.
Pullman Type F Table Lamp.
The sale has presented a bit of a problem as the table lamps in ‘Lilian’ (CAR No. 76) had been
earmarked for CAR No. 54, but the new owners wanted all the fittings included so a source of
lamps for CAR No. 54 is being investigated.
There will also be a need for lamps for CAR No. 36 in due course, so a combined order will
probably be placed once a supplier is identified.
The 5BEL Trust could be helpful although their lamps would not be of the same design. Contact
has been made with Pullman lamp expert Antony Ford for advice in this matter.
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Pullman Report
The Kent & East Sussex Railway
John Wheller
February 2021
As you would probably guess there is nothing to report as the Railway is shut down for all but
security and essential maintenance.
The C & W shed is closed to volunteers and the staff are on furlough again.
There is no date to reopen which will be guided by whatever tier we are placed in by the
Government, but do not expect any kind of return until March at the earliest.
The Railway are hoping that they may be able to run trains at Easter, but only time will tell.
The good news is that the infection rates in Kent are falling and many of us have now had our first
vaccination so perhaps there is some light ahead ( we don't have a tunnel).

©Andre Freeman.
BARBARA on February 18th, 2017 at Tenterden.
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Pullman Report - Vintage Trains - Michael Hughes
February 2021.
There are four Cars in the Vintage Trains fleet, all built by Metro-Cammell in Birmingham, as part
of the 1960/1 batch for the East Coast Mainline.
The lockdown has provided an opportunity to re-upholster CAR No. 353 and CAR No. 349.
CAR No. 353 has also had its draw gear removed for cleaning and examination; the main drawbars
have been renewed. CAR No 353’s brake cylinders have also been removed.
Prepared replacements will be fitted following descaling and repainting work.
Replacement bogies were ready for fitting in February.
For the 2021 season of Vintage Trains excursions there should be three Cars available:
Parlour CAR No. 353, 349, and Kitchen CAR No. 335.
There are plans to complete the restoration of “EAGLE” the First-Class coupe.
During the next couple of years all Vintage Trains vehicles will be fitted with controlled emission
toilets, and a central door locking system.
These changes will be made with minimum impact to the ambience of the Pullman experience.
Obviously, all future plans are dependent on the lockdown rules.
Vintage Trains have, though, a full programme ready for 2021 (including the return of the
Shakespeare Express).
Details of the trains to be run, and how to book tickets will be available at
https://vintagetrains.co.uk.
(The site won’t be running until it is possible for people to make bookings)
For additional information Visit: https://vintagetrains.co.uk/

https://www.facebook.com/vintagetrains/?ref=page_internal

https://pullmanclub.co.uk/
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Pullman Report
North Yorkshire Moors Railway
February 2021
NYMR ‘MOORS LINE’
Winter 2020/21 Issue 209.
ROBIN - Kitchen First Class.
The south end bogie suffered from heavy rust build up around the springs. The car body was lifted
to allow access to the bogie. All rust build up being needle gunned off.
Whilst within the carriage and wagon workshop the fitting of a controlled emission toilet will be
undertaken.
GARNET - Parlour First Class.
No update.
OPAL - Parlour First Class.
Entered the carriage and wagon workshop in January for major work, during which the fitting of a
controlled emission toilet.
CAR No. 79. Brake Parlour Second Class.
The car is currently undergoing restoration work by L.S.Engineering located on the Ecclesbourne
Valley Railway at Wirksworth.
NYMR Toilet Retention Tanks.
Since 2019 planning, negotiations and designing came to fruition on 9th December 9th, 2020.
When the first kit of parts arrived at the North Yorkshire Moors Railway (NYMR).
The commencement of the program of installation on thirteen coaches that includes Pullman cars
with toilet retention tanks, thus complying with Network Rail regulations to allow the NYMR to
operate the services from Grosmont to Whitby and return and by doing so making better working
condition for both NYMR and Network Rail workers.
The NYMR worked closely with design company DG8 to design a system suitable for the ex-BR Mk1
coaches and Pullman cars.
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The first coach to be installed with the toilet retention tank system was ex-BR Mk1 Tourist Second
Open (TSO) No. E4290.
The installation process involves lifting the coach and welding brackets to the underframe.
Onto the brackets are installed the tank and control box, a compressor, emptying pipework, level
indicators and finally a pipe run to the new toilet. In the toilet cubicle, with the toilet, is a control
panel, out of use indicator, flush button, and flush tank.
The final fitting be a new set of heavy-duty batteries that charge off the dynamo. The first new
system has been installed in eight days and successfully tested.
During 2020, battery chargers are to be installed that link through all coaches to a single charging
socket which shall be located at the end of each road in the new Pickering carriage shed.
Two of the three ex-BR Mk1 Pullman cars Kitchen First ‘ROBIN’ and Parlour First ‘OPAL’ had Toilet
Retention Tanks installed during January 2020.

©T.Bye/AY1801.
Grosmont Station on September 18th, 1994 Schools Class 4-4-0 No. 30926 REPTON
awaits departure with ‘THE MOORLANDER’ dining train.
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The Pullman Model Scene.

2021 Pullman Cars, Train Packs, Locomotive & Hearse Van.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R8160 - Edition Sixty-Seven - 2021 - £9.99.
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Hornby Product Key System.
Era:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description:
Pioneering
Pre-Grouping
Grouping
Early British Railways
Late British Railways
British Rail Pre-TOPS
British Rail TOPS
BR Sectorisation
Privatisation
Network Franchising
Present Day

Date Range:
1804 - 1869
1870 - 1922
1923 - 1947
1948 - 1956
1956 - 1968
1957 - 1971
1971 - 1986
1982 - 1997
1996 - 2008
2006 - 2017
2014 -

Locomotive.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R3774 - DB Cargo UK - Class 67 - Bo-Bo No. 67024 - Belmond British Pullman - Era 11 - £159.99.
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Train Packs.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R3402 - LNER - The Queen of Scots Train Pack - Era 3 - £331.99.
The Pack Consist: Locomotive.
Gresley Class A4 Pacific 4-6-2 No. 4500 ‘GARGANEY’.
Pullman cars.
THELMA First Class Kitchen.
SHEILA
First Class Parlour.
CAR No. 77 Third Class Brake.
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Train Packs Continued.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R3606 - Pullman - 5-BEL - Brighton Belle - Train Pack - Era 6 - £199.99.
Pack Consist: 5-BEL Unit No. 3053 Motor Brake Parlour CAR No. 92 Third Class & CAR No. 93 Third Class.
--------------------------------------------------------------------

©Hornby Hobbies.
R3750 - Belmond - British Pullman - Train Pack - Era 11 - £299.99.
The Pack Consist: Locomotive.
DB Cargo UK - Class 67 - Bo-Bo No. 67021.
Pullman cars.
IBIS
First Class Kitchen.
IONE
First Class Kitchen.
MINERVA First Class Parlour.
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R4904 - Pullman Standard K Type - NEW CENTURY BAR - Era 4

©Hornby Hobbies.
R4904 - Pullman Standard K Type - NEW CENTURY BAR - Era 4 - £58.99.
------------------------------------------------------------------

R4312 - Pullman - Parlour Car - Era 3

©Hornby Hobbies.
R4312 - Pullman - Parlour Car - Era 3 - £23.99.

R4313 - Pullman - Brake Parlour Car - Era 3

©Hornby Hobbies.
R4313 - Pullman - Brake Parlour Car - Era 3 - £23.99.
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Locomotive Services Limited (LSL)

MIDLAND PULLMAN.
POWER CARS (Availability Autumn 2021).

©Hornby Hobbies.
R30077 - Midland Pullman - Class 43 HST - No. M43046 & M43055 - Train Pack - Era 11.
R30077 - Midland Pullman - Class 43 HST - No. M43046 & M43055 - Train Pack - Era 11 - £314.99.
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MIDLAND PULLMAN - Trailer Coaches (Availability Autumn 2021).

©Hornby Hobbies.
R40167 to R40172 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - Era 11.
R40167 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41181 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40168 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41059 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40169 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41108 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40170 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41162 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40171 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41169 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40172 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 First Open - M41176 - Era 11 - £36.99.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R40173 & R40174 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 Trailer Buffet - Era 11.
R40173 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 Trailer Buffet - M40801 - Era 11 - £36.99.
R40174 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 Trailer Buffet - M40802 - Era 11 - £36.99.

©Hornby Hobbies.
R40175 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 Trailer Guard Standard - M44078 - Era 11.
R40175 - Midland Pullman - Mk3 Trailer Guard Standard - M44078 - Era 11 - £36.99.
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Pullman, Sir Winston Churchill’s Funeral Hearse No. S2464S
(Availability Expected Autumn 2021).

©Hornby Hobbies.
R60057 - Pullman, Sir Winston Churchill’s Funeral Hearse No. S2464S (Availability Autumn 2021).
R60057 - Pullman - Sir Winston Churchill's Funeral Hearse - No. S2464 - Era 5 - £40.99.

All products can be sourced direct from Hornby Hobbies and the prices detailed being correct at
the time of this publication but do not include postage where applicable.
All products can also be sourced from Hornby Local Stockist within the UK: https://www.hornby.com/uk-en/stockists/england/

To view and order all Hornby products and the 2021 catalogue visit: www.hornby.com
or contact Hornby Customer Services on 01843 233525.

My thanks to Simon Kohler Hornby Hobbies Marketing & Product Development Director.
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2021 Pullman Cars & Train Packs.
Bachmann Era Classifications.
Era:
1
2
3

Description:
Pioneering
Pre-Grouping
The Big Four
LMS, GWR, LNER & SR
British Railways Early Emblem
British Railways Late Crest
British Rail Pre-Total Operations Processing System
(TOPS)
British Rail Blue TOPS
British Rail Sectorisation
Post Privatisation

4
5
6
7
8
9

Date Range:
1804 to 1875
1875 to 1922
1923 to 1947
1948 to 1955
1956 to 1964
1965 to 1970
1971 to 1981
1982 to 1993
1994 Onwards

‘N’ Gauge Models.

©Bachmann.
371-742 - BR ‘Western Pullman’ - 6-Car DEMU - BR Grey & Blue - Era 6.
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©Bachmann.
374-222 - BR Mk1 - THRUSH - Kitchen First Class - Era 5.

©Bachmann.
374-202 - BR Mk1 - RUBY - Parlour First Class - Era 5.

©Bachmann.
374-232 - BR Mk1 - CAR No. 343 - Kitchen Second Class - Era 5.
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©Bachmann.
374-212 - BR Mk1 - CAR No. 352 - Parlour Second Class - Era 5.

©Bachmann.
374-215 - BR Mk1 - E352E - First Open - Era 7.

‘N’ Gauge Train Set & Train Pack.

©Bachmann.
370-160 - Castle Pullman Train Set - Era 8.
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370-425 - BR 'Midland Pullman' 6-Car DEMU Train Pack - Era 5

’00’ Gauge Models.

©Bachmann.
39-310C - BR Mk1 - CAR No. 350 Parlour Second Class - Era 5.
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©Bachmann.
39-312 - BR Mk1 - E352E - First Open - Era 7.

‘00’ Gauge Train Set & Train Pack.

30-420 - BR ‘Western Pullman’
6-Car DEMU Dynamis Ultima
Sound Fitted Train Set
Era 6

©Bachmann.
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©Bachmann.
30-425 - BR ‘Midland Pullman’ 6-Car DEMU Train Pack - Era 5.

To view Bachmann products: www.bachmann.co.uk

All Bachmann products and the 2021 catalogue (36-2021) can be sourced
from your local Bachmann Retailer: http://news.bachmann.co.uk/find-a-retailer/
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My Class 43 HST Re-livery to the ‘Midland Pullman’ - Michael Lester.

©M.Lister.
I am confident team HORNBY will do a fantastic rendition of the new version of the
‘Midland Pullman’.
But I could not resist having a go at the external body repaint as a 'stop gap'.
Whilst the paint job does NOT pass close inspection, but when, in motion, the shortcomings are
not quite so obvious.

Pullman Model View.
I am aware a number of readers have a model railway layout with
Pullman train operation.
If you would like to share an image or two of you layout, please feel to
forward.
This offer is also open to anyone constructing or converting a Pullman
car who would like to share their skill with fellow readers.
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©Clive Hanley.

MAIL BAG.
From: K.Hoggett.
Subject: Correction The Golden Arrow - C.Kerswill.
Reading page 16 of the newsletter (58), the piece by Colin Kerswill is not 100% correct:
He mentions the ships as Hampton & Shepperton ferries, I personally also crossed on the French
ferries “St Germain” and “St Eloi” with the sleeping cars on board.
It is reasonable to assume therefore that the French Registered “Twickenham Ferry” was also used
in earlier times.
Also, parallel loading was indeed done in Dover, but was not possible at the old Dunkirk terminal
because the two tracks converged into one on the linkspan. (as with the 1953 Zeebrugge
terminal). This changed with the opening of the new terminal in Dunkirk West in July 1976.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: C.Kerswill.
Subject: Golden Arrow High Speed Bogie Testing.
During the 1960’s I was at Hither Green at the time and got involved in high speed bogie testing
between Tonbridge & Ashford with Golden Arrow Pullman cars with regard to the cars being able
to be hauled at 90mph, this being the maximum of the electric locomotives which haul the train.
Being Pullmans, I just wondered if you had any record of these high-speed tests around this date
or possibly that the tests were never published”.
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From: A.Ford & P.Evans.
Subject: Response to Golden Arrow High Speed Bogie Testing.
According to Brendan Brabazon, I am given to understand there were indeed several test runs
during the mid-1960s with Two 'U-type' Golden Arrow cars.
I recall him telling me so - but this was only known post publication of Pullman Profile 5.
Not entirely sure about the involvement of the whole train, especially if older cars were still in
service?
(Studies regarding high-speed riding qualities with 'K-type' cars on the Eastern Region were, in any
event, already well established).
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: C.Kerswill.
Subject: Royal Train.
Thinking about times past and something that may interest fellow readers concerning a
Royal Train working conveying Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth (II).
I worked a twelve-car train emu (3 x 4 car units) from London Victoria station to Canterbury.
Her Majesty and party travelled within the last 4 car unit; I seem to remember the unit No. 7153.
The 4-car emu unit No. 7153 had been recently refurbished but was returned to Eastliegh carriage
and wagon works to be completely gutted prior to the Royal Working.
The leading cab of the 3 x 4 units carried a white headlamp on cab front lamp bracket, the train
operated under full Royal Train Status, at this time there had been a few IRA incidents in London.
On making way to the leading cab of the train security was tight as to be expected and my black
drivers’ bag was fully searched, and I had to answer several questions.
I received a cheque for £3.00, which I hurriedly cashed as one of children needed a new pair of
shoes.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From: Graham Hallett.
Subject: Eastern Region Pullman camping Coaches.
I wonder if any fellow newsletter reader would be able to answer the following questions in regard
to the Pullman cars converted to camping coaches for the Eastern Region.
1. Where can I source conversion drawings, (floor layout plans as converted to camping Coach)
especially drawing No. 138, this covers CC162 (Neptune), CC163 (Portia), CC168 (Palmyra).
2. Identification of the correct shade of blue in which these camping coaches were painted.
RAL number or British Standard colour or a model paint supplier.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PULLMAN - Edition No.59 - March & April 2021
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The Colin Kerswill - Archive

The Private World of The Footplate.
From some 23 years I had the privilege & pleasure of being associated with British Pullman under
its various guises, firstly as a Driver then after reaching retirement age in the year 2000 then
appointed one of four Footplate Inspectors working for EWS which later became DB Schenker.
Within that timespan I was rostered various different locomotives, usually when the main stay
and regular locomotive for the British Pullman the Merchant Navy Locomotive Preservation
Society Pacific No. 35028 Clan Line when out of service for its regulation seven-year overhaul. The
title, Private World of the Footplate may not be apparent but having experienced both being on
the footplate and luxuriating within a Pullman car perhaps I can explain.
Sitting in the opulence of the Pullman Car, fine wine & dining and attentive stewards always at
hand is worlds apart from what is going on only a few yards away on the footplate. Even within
the best possible scenario, locomotive in fine fettle, decent coal, clean fire, suitable weather
conditions, it is at best a very demanding job especially for the fireman. Management of the boiler,
water and steam and keeping footplate clean and tidy, the observance of signals if on fireman’s
side of the footplate, plus the physical effort unless experienced is very difficult to explain or
replicate.
Of course, the other side of the coin is when conditions are not favourable the job took on
another dimension. The engine off the boil, perhaps clinkered fire causing lack of primary air
getting through the grate thus lack of proper combustion, condition of boiler, perhaps injectors
not picking up properly and of course the unbearable searing heat when the outside temperature
is in the high 20s and the possibility of dehydration if insufficient water intake by those on the
footplate. A packet of salt and vinegar crisps in my bag have on many occasions solved the
problem of cramp replacing the salt lost by the body by excessive perspiration.
What also comes into the equation and I can only speak for the locomotive crews I worked with
were most not enginemen in British Railway days, only two to my knowledge were passed for
driving in the steam days (pre-August 1968), myself being one.
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Colin reflecting on a successful trip on the footplate of MNLPS Pacific No. 35028 Clan Line with
the Belmond British Pullman train at London Victoria Station buffer stop.
It follows that the main line enginemen of today have learnt the job with a minimum of experience
and have not served the apprenticeship as afforded to us.
So, it is all credit to those who volunteered to do a job and accepted the challenge prepared to
take our advice and learnt as they went along, satisfying HM Inspectorate of Railways in their
professionalism. Such a responsibility when so much damage can be made by one false move with
someone else's property, the consequences do not bear thinking about, although it has happened
luckily not too frequently.
Before we embark onto the National Rail Network with the most prestigious passenger train in the
country the Belmond British Pullman, we need a Locomotive.
The Engine synonymous with this operation is 35028 Clan Line one of Mr. Bullied's rebuilt
Merchant Navy Class of Locos, owned and maintained by the incredible MNLPS.
The Society is based at Stewart's Lane Depot, along with the Locomotive where preparations for a
day’s outing are carried out. What is unique about the MNLPS is that not one person owns the
engine, the society have a Committee where decisions are made democratically reference
operating matters, future outings for trips other than the Belmond Pullman operation, but
basically owned by the membership. The Society is one big family in which I have had the privilege
of belonging to since the early 1990s.
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The Support Crews who prepare the locomotive for service usually turn up at Stewarts Lane some
three days before the main event and tirelessly clean, polish, oil, coal, water, light the fire and
raise steam for the Fitness to Run examination.
This is carried out by a Fitness to Run Examiner who certifies the both the locomotive & Support
Coach to be in good mechanical order to run on the Main Line.
The magnificence of Clan Line is matched equally by the enthusiasm, hard work and dedication
afforded by the Support Crews who tirelessly work right up to departure time to make sure the
engine is looking her best ahead of an equally well-turned-out rake of Belmond Pullman Cars,
normally 12 in number with Support Coach, weight of train around 500 tonnes.
I cannot over emphasis how much that Main Line Steam Operations are indebted to the
volunteers who turn up tirelessly week in week out to pursue their dedication to perpetuate their
and our ambition to keep these locomotives working on the main line where they should be and
not a static exhibit somewhere in a museum. Not only the preparations before the trips but
equally demanding disposing of the engine after a day’s work.
All these sentiments are also dedicated to the volunteers who do the same job on the dozens of
Heritage Railways around the country not only footplate work but all operations of which there
are many required to run a passenger carrying railway.
Anyone really interested and living within easy reach of Stewart's Lane and fancies getting up and
close to a working main line locomotive, providing you can put the hours in and do not mind
getting your hands dirty join the MNLPS. https://www.clan-line.org.uk/
Should anyone wish to go a step further, a friendly interview will put you in line for Support Crew
duties, a PTS (Personal Track Safety Certificate) is obligatory for which training is provided.
So, what I am trying to say, when you see any steam locomotive on the main line, I can assure you
it does not just happen, lots of money, expertise, sweat and toil hopefully no tears before we
leave the shed.
The typical operation for the day’s work departing from Victoria would be the Empty Coaching Stock diesel hauled from Stewarts Lane Carriage Shed to Battersea Loop.
When stabled No. 35028 Clan Line and Support Coach propel from Stewarts Lane locomotive shed
and attach to the Belmond Pullman cars.
Having coupled to the Belmond Pullman cars and the Brake Test undertaken and the train consist
given to the Driver, come departure time with No. 35028 Clan Line leading we would proceed up
the Battersea Reversible Line clear of required signal for Diesel locomotive to haul us back to
Victoria platform 2 the only and most convenient long enough to accommodate the complete
train. Platform 2 at Victoria is a quarter of a mile long as witnessed by the mileage board at the
country end of the platform.
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Tail Lamp
As ever my thanks to those readers who
have taken time out to contribute to this
edition of your newsletter, for without their
support this edition would not have been
published.
I trust that some if not all the content of this
edition has proved of interest to you.
As ever please feel free to forward a copy of
this newsletter to anyone you believe will
be interested.
As we approach the anniversary of the first
UK lock down on March 24th. I am lucky to
have a hobby that has kept me busy.
In addition to the Pullman newsletter,
research and responding to information
requests I have taken on the task to scan
my 35mm railway related colour slides to
‘jpg’ format.
I moved from print to slides in 1978, after 31 years I went Digital. Currently I have scanned 3,666
slides and photoshopped debris etc from the images as required. The scanning has brought lots of
nostalgic memories of my visits and people met, alas some of whom are no longer with us.
Well time to get the next box of slides scanned.

©Pullman Car Services-Archive.
I hold your e-mail address and additionally your telephone contact number if you have supplied this to me.
Your contact details as supplied will not be made available to anyone.
In the event anyone wishes to contact you I will forward the request directly to you for you to action as you wish.
Your advised details will be deleted from the PCS-A contacts list at your request.
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